A linearization scheme is proposed for the general Hamiltonian of an interacting fermion system, consisting of a mean-field approximation in which pairing and umklapp play dominant roles. A variety of models emerge, characterized by a hierarchy of spectrum-generating algebras and superalgebras, of which some are supersymmetric. The superconducting phase transition is shown to be related to supersymmetry breaking.
It has been recently emphasized that interacting many-fermion systems can be handled by a method which is similar to that introduced by Solomon. ' The strategy adopted in this method amounts essentially to linearizing the Hamiltonian by a generalized HartreeFock approximation, which leads to a conventional pairreduced mean-field model. This linearization results in an eAective Hamiltonian which is an element of a Lie algebra A, referred to as the spectrum-generating algebra; the rotation which eAects the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, leading to energy spectrum, is an automorphism of A. The use of dynamical algebras permits a unified treatment of systems capable of simultaneously exhibiting more than one condensed phase.
In this paper we show how, starting from a general many-ferm ion interacting Hamiltonian If we disregard the umklapp term (uk =0), then we recover the BCS reduced model, for which the spectrum-generating algebra is su(2), generated by J+ =J =aka"-k, J, = -, ' (akak+a ka k -I).
The additional operators in (6) generate a commuting su(2), J+ =J' -=aka -k, J, '= 2 (akak -a-ka k).
(7)
The spectrum-generating algebra of this model is therefore su(2) $(2), and the spectrum is immediately obtainable since Hk"-(~k+ I&k I ')'"(akak+a' ka k -I)+ I uk I-(aka-k -a'-ka-k) under a rotation in su(2) fBsu (2) By this method we obtain a new reduced Hamiltonian, H =gk Hk, where the operators in Hk are, in addition to those in Hk (with a+-= ai"a -=-a -k, n+ =a+-a~), ( ) [a+(1 -n ), a (1 -n+), a+(1 -n -), at (1 -n+), n+a, n a+, at n+, at+n j =[g, Ii =1, . . . , 8j.
Together with the six operators of (7), (8), [ -, ' (n++n --I), a+a -,a a+, -, ' (n+ -n ),a+a -,a a+j,
these eight operators generate the fourteen-dimensional superalgebra A(1, 1) =su(2 !2)/6 I, where C is the cen- [[v|X; -(vi+ v2 hj, Z; = g (k+q, k I VI -k, k) g N~exp - [v|X;+(v~+v2) Z;].
Note that these equations no longer involve the anticommuting variable q. A detailed analysis of the solutions of (17),
, and their physical meaning will be given elsewhere. The v; play the role of fermionic order parameters; nonzero solutions indicate the existence of the corresponding fermionic phase, and a consequent lowering of the free energy below that given by the BCS model. We note in passing that the fourteen operators of (10),(11) generate the fifteen-dimensional Lie algebra su(4) under commutation; the additional element generated being the operator n+n . However, since the coefFicients of the fer-
